How Many Languages Does Your
Software Speak?

LET YOUR SOFTWARE GO GLOBAL WITH US
We’ve got a question for you about your software development process:
Is localization part of your product road map? Or does localization feel
more like a GPS map that only shows you the next turn?
Agile localization processes for agile companies
Like the first trains, planes, and cars, the days of slow, clunky
development cycles are long gone. Agile development is the new norm,
and global companies are starting to realize the necessity of faster and
more efficient localization processes. But why reinvent the wheel? Talk to
us instead. We’ll integrate our expertise in agile software localization with
your software development processes. Or, to put it in other words, we’ll
help you take the direct route to software localization.
Reduce translation cost and time-to-market
Don’t leave localization until the last minute. Instead, make it part of your
development cycle, even if your processes aren’t yet fully agile. That
way, the localized versions are only ever a small step behind the source,

Software localization
Whether you are using a waterfall model
or an agile approach, we adapt to your
pace.
» Scalable teams
» Process consultation and setup
» Flexible workflows to match your
development cycles
» Custom integration
» Cloud-ready approach
» Linguistic and functional testing
» Quality assurance
» Virtual extension of your developer
team.

allowing for very quick time-to-market and true simship. Not sure how?
That’s not a problem—we’re here to help you.

WE SIMPLIFY THE COMPLEX
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TOP 100 GLOBAL LANGUAGE SERVICES PROVIDER

textform.com

WHY CHOOSE TEXT&FORM?

TEXT&FORM OFFERS LANGUAGE

text&form has been a trusted software localization provider to
software publishers since 1996. Our experienced teams can support
your agile or waterfall development processes. Customers benefit from

SERVICES FOR PEOPLE, BY PEOPLE.

our collaborative consulting approach, which allows us to communicate
directly and transparently with your developer teams. That makes us
flexible, and our turnaround times shorter.
Need a little more convincing? Read what one of our customers has
to say:
“From the very beginning, our experience working with text&form
has been defined by exceptional transparency and a positive
working attitude. The team is always ready to do whatever it takes
to find the best solution to meet our needs. We can always be sure
that they will deliver on time, even if the deadline is tight.
We are very happy about our partnership with text&form and hope
to work even more closely with them in the future.”
Head of Quality Management / Head of Quality Assurance / Head
of Documentation, d.velop AG

text & form GmbH

+49.30.45502.0
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Companies worldwide benefit from
text&form’s expertise in creating custom
translation solutions that help them
market their products to international
audiences in the languages they
understand best: their own.
text&form’s industry-leading reputation
has been built on consistently highquality deliverables and responsive
customer service.
text&form is a top global LSP with
expertise in software and multimedia
localization, technical translation,
terminology management and SAP
Services Suppler of the Year 2014/2015.

+1.855.6527.671
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info@textform.com

